Security apprehends four alleged bicycle thieves

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN
Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Security apprehended two groups of alleged bicycle thieves on campus over the past week, according to Assistant Director Phillip Johnson.

Last Wednesday, "Two juveniles were apprehended as they attempted to remove a bicycle belonging to a Dillon Hall resident," said Johnson. A Notre Dame staff member observed the two juveniles riding bicycles with a third bicycle in tow. The staff member yelled at the suspects, who then fled, and called Security.

"Security officers who heard the ringleader were able to apprehend the suspects while they were still on campus," Johnson said.

"We recovered the bicycle stolen from Dillon, which was not registered with Security," Johnson said. The bike was also unlocked.

"We commend members of the Notre Dame community for getting involved like this in active crime prevention," Johnson said. "If it was not for the responsible caller, we would not have apprehended the suspects."

In the second incident, two suspects were apprehended on Old Juniper Road near the Alumni-Senior Club around 1:00 a.m. on Friday. A third suspect eluded Security officers, but the matter is "still under investigation," according to Johnson.

A passerby at Crowley Music Hall noticed a suspicious act and went immediately to the Main Gate to notify Security, Johnson said. Security officers went to the scene and found three juveniles fleeing on bicycles. Security officers chased the suspects on foot and in two Security cars.

A bicycle was recovered and its owner contacted, who said the bicycle had been left un-locked around noon on Thursday near Newland Science Hall.

"This case is one we’ll follow up ourselves," Johnson said. "If we had no information, we would notify the South Bend police."

Security has jurisdiction in such cases even outside the Notre Dame campus, said Johnson. "We have jurisdiction if we are in 'hot pursuit'. We also have jurisdiction by Indiana law, as do all Indiana police officers, as part of our official discharge of our responsibilities."

"Our primary responsibility is to the campus," added Johnson. "Our policy is generally not to go off campus unless called by other enforcement agencies or in following up of campus stories, he added.

Johnson said it was fortuitous that Security was able to identify the owner of the bicycle in both cases, because the people reporting the events were third parties. In the first case, a receipt was found in a pack on the bike identifying the owner, and the bicycle in the second was registered with Security.

"In cases like this, we don’t have a crime until we find the victim," said Johnson. "If no
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Drug crackdown produces over 250 tons of marijuana and cocaine

Associated Press

WASHINGTON—More than 1,200 people were arrested this month in a 30-nation drug crackdown which was unprecedented for its international teamwork, Attorney General Richard Thornburgh said Tuesday.

The operations, centered in the United States and South and Central America, led to the seizure of 11 tons of cocaine and the destruction of 244 tons of marijuana, 118,000 coca plants and 11 cocaine laboratories, Thornburgh announced.

Authorities also demolished seven hidden airstrips and seized $3.8 million in cash, he said.

The Aug. 1-28 campaign involved a variety of operations, including intensified border searches, the discovery and destruction of chemical stores, and increased patrols of airports, highways and rivers known to have been used for illicit drug shipments.

In Florida, Arizona and Texas, about 100 members of the National Guard helped inspect over 6,000 vehicles, leading to the seizure of marijuana.

Thornburgh, revealing the operation at a news conference, said, "The statistics are not as important as the signal that has been sent to the drug kingpins. Henceforth, they will be deterred from using the United States."

"We commend members of the International Narcotics Control Board," Thornburgh said. "They have done an exemplary job in helping to curtail the drug traffic in the United States."

The Aug. 1-28 campaign was the largest international effort to date in the war against drugs.
IN BRIEF

Burt Reynolds and Loni Anderson plan to adopt a baby that is expected to be born in a California hospital this week, according to a publicist for Anderson. "I love kids," Anderson, 41, said in an interview published in Tuesday's Daily News. "If I'd been with the right man when I was younger, I'd have had four." Anderson added, "Burt has always wanted to be a father. He asked me if at 52 he'll be able to get used to the noise of a child. I told him it's gradual." - Associated Press

Rock superstar Michael Jackson will return to Japan for a series of concerts in December as a finale to his world tour and then will probably retire from the concert circuit, Jackson's manager said Tuesday. The reclusive singer kicked off his world tour in Japan last fall, performing before about 400,000 fans and creating a storm that the Japanese media dubbed "Typhoon Michael." - The Associated Press

Singer Marie Osmond will fill in for fellow Indiana-born Crystal Gayle at the Statehouse Centennial Gala. Miss Gayle, a Washah native, canceled her Friday appearance at the Hoosier Celebration '89 event because of complications following recent surgery. The $50-per-person evening is part of a two-day celebration marking the 100th anniversary of the building. - Associated Press

The NDSMC Urban Plunge is looking for students to serve on the task force which will organize the 1989-90 program. There are five committees on the task force which include Publicity, Registration, Hall Representatives, Orientation Workshop, and Follow-up. If interested, contact Sue Cunningham at the Center for Social Concerns at 239-7867. The Publicity Committee will meet on Tuesday, Sept. 8 at 4 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns. - The Observer

A Bible study informational meeting will be held today at 7 p.m. at the Badin Hall office of Campus Ministry, which all those interested in a bible study sponsored by Campus Ministry and led by Father Al D'Alonzo. For information, call 239-5577. - The Observer

Senior portrait sign-ups will be held in the dining halls from 4:45 to 6:45 p.m. today, Thursday, and Friday. Photographs will be taken September 5 to 23. - The Observer
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Mysterious Tarot actually did predict future

AsseenInTheObserver... "Mysterious Tarot predicts the future"

This is where tabloid rags like the New York Post and the Weekly World News would paste a reduction of last week's or last year's paper to prove that they had the story first. Unfortunately we can't do that because we're not the Weekly World News, despite columns like this one occasionally.

Anyway, on October 14 of last year, a column appeared in this space that attempted to predict the future of the University using Tarot cards, an old Gypsy trick. Well, yesterday I stumbled upon my old column and as I read it, it actually seemed to predict a recent important campus event. Guess which one. So without further ado, here is the text direct from Wednesday, October 14, 1987.

The Hierophant (as the Significator): TheHierophant is a card chosen by the reader to represent the seeker. In this case, I chose the Hierophant, a religious authority figure, to represent Notre Dame, which defines itself as a Catholic university, and thus a teaching authority.

Three of Swords, reversed (general atmosphere): A card in the reversed position generally means an opposing meaning to the same card upright. The Three of Swords, a card of confusion or loss, is lessened in meaning when reversed. Perhaps this refers to the recent changeover of University presidents, lessened in impact by the competence of the new man in the job.

Two of Wands (tools available): Creative ability, plans coming to fruition, courage. In this reading, the base upon which Notre Dame was built.

Nine of Swords (foundations): Desolation, suspicion, doubt. The recent tragic deaths of members of the Notre Dame community come to mind.

The Star, reversed (departing influences): Stubbornness, lack of perception. I would say the alcohol policy, but please remember I am not a professional reader.

Four of Cups (possible future): Contemplation of self, reevaluation. Since this is positioned next to the reversed Star, perhaps the University may reconsider its stand on a topic which previously had been set in stone.

Queen of Wands, reversed (entering influences): Virtuosity to a fault, domineering. This may be a specific woman or a general trend.

King of Wands (fears): A good leader, strong in body and mind, but sometimes hasty. Perhaps University leaders are afraid of some future action they feel they might later regret.

Six of CUPS, reversed (influence of family and friends): Clinging to outworn manners and morals. Old friendships should be discarded. This could be interpreted as the view of the student body. Note that it is merely stating people's views, not making any claims as to whether they are correct views.

Right of Wands (hopes): A long journey nears completion, goals will be attained. The University hopes to realize all of its potential as a center of Catholic learning.

The Sun, reversed (the final outcome): First, the good news. The Sun is one of the best cards in the Tarot deck. It signifies achievement in the arts and sciences, success, and all-around happiness. The reversed position, however, nullifies all this, making it a card of frustrated potential. Its position near the Four of Cups might suggest that introspection and change might help to realize this potential.

Well, I would tell you what these cards predicted, but the powers-that-be are around here said we can't talk about the a-word in this newspaper. And I don't mean the a-word with three letters.

I'm afraid to predict the future of the University again, though. We might end up with a dry campus.

Burns
Rent-Alls
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Wendy McLaughlin
News Editor
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Theft
continued from page 1

one reports the bicycle as stolen, we can't press charges," Johnson said. He added that bicycles thus regis-
tered have been found by other police agencies and returned to their owners.

On the ground, one of the suspects was indeed stolen, said Johnson, the suspects
would be referred to Parkview Juvenile Center, a county detention facility.

Johnson recommended that:

• bicycle owners keep their bicycles locked with high
quality bike locks;
• owners should register their bicycles with Security;
• people who see persons acting suspiciously should call Secur-
y immediately.
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Live And Teach In Japan

International Education Services invites applications for a one
year assignment in Japan to teach technical & conversational
English to Japanese business people from major

corporations, government ministries. Degree required. Experience
in TESOL, linguistics, education, pharmaceuticals,

You don't need to be a business major
to know where to go.
See you at

The Cellar

CELLAR PRICE BOOKSTORE PRICE
Albums $6.99 $7.93
Tapes $6.99 $7.93
CDs $12.99 $15.99

WELCOME BACK

We're still here with a...
Blowing by

ND band members march in front of O'Shaughnessy Hall returning from a late afternoon practice.

Trees turn earlier due to drought

Associated Press

West Lafayette, Ind.- The sweltering summer of '88 that parched the Hoosier landscape may produce an early, colorful fall, says George Parker, an associate professor of forest ecology at Purdue University.

Parker says leaves may turn bright colors by mid-September, several weeks earlier, depending on what part of the state you're in and how much stress, despite recent rains, the long-range weather forecast indicates is over, may speed up the arrival of fall, it will have little to do with producing the brilliant colors.

"Generally when you have stress, the colors develop earlier," Parker said. "We might see it a week or two weeks earlier, depending on what part of the state you're in and how much rain fell."

Rainfall throughout the state was spotty this summer.

In the Lafayette area, Parker said, "I think we'll see some significant coloration by the middle of September and then it may peak a little earlier than the first of October. It depends on what happens during the next month."

Foliage in the southern part of the state will turn a little later.

The weather during the past several days is ideal for producing brilliant fall foliage-warm days and cool nights, says Parker.

While the drought could bring an early start of fall colors, it has not damaged adult trees.

"The adult trees have come through in pretty good shape," he said.

Associated Press

Salt Lake City- The redesigned space shuttle booster performed to near-perfection during a critical firing earlier this month despite being peppered with intentional flaws, Morton Thiokol announced Tuesday.

"It was as near perfect a test as you can imagine," spokesman Rocky Raab said. "The test was so perfect that everyone associated with it has taken a leave. Brother, there's nobody out at the plant."

Raab said workers had completed disassembly and primary analysis of the 126-foot-long solid-fuel booster tested Aug. 18 at Thiokol's northern Utah plant 25 miles west of Brigham City.

Success of the firing, the fifth and final qualifying test required before Thiokol's redesigned booster is cleared for flight, was critical to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's plans to resume shuttle missions, grounded since the Challenger disaster 2 years ago.

NASA says it plans to launch the shuttle Discovery in late September or early October if sluggish oxygen valves and a hydrogen leak are repaired in time.

Raab said NASA and Thiokol engineers have "gotten all the primary results" from their painstaking examination of the rocket. All that remains is mostly computer analysis of the "more minor details" of the test-firing, he said.

Freshmen

FRESHMEN RAFTING ON THE EAST RACE SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1988

9:00 A.M. UNTIL NOON

BUSES LEAVE

N.D. MAIN CIRCLE AT 9:30, 9:45, 10:00, 10:30 A.M.

EAST RACE AT 10:30 and 11:30 A.M.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT FRESHMAN YEAR OF STUDIES OFFICE

NO CHARGE

Your Basic Problem:

The TI-74 BASICCALC™ is a BASIC calculator that also an advanced scientific calculator. In effect, it's two calculators in one.

In its BASIC mode, you have direct, two-keystroke access to 41 BASIC commands, as well as 10 user-definable keys which can make doing your coursework a basic snap.

Your BASICCALC specs:

• 8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM.
• 113 BASIC keyword set.
• Optional software cartridges for chemical engineering, math, statistics and finance.
• Optional PASCAL language cartridge.
• Optional printer and cassette interface.

The TI-74 BASICCALC: The BASIC language programmable calculator from Texas Instruments. The mathematics and statistics cartridges are two of five optional application software available.

Stop by your bookstore and see both sides of the TI-74 BASICCALC for yourself. Either way, it'll blow you away.

The Observer / Jim Drake

The Observer
**Appetizer Lineup**

- FRIED MUSSELS $2.95
- ONION RINGS (good size) $2.65
- FRIED ZUCCHINI STICKS $2.95
- FRENCH FRIES $1.05
- CHEESE FRIES $1.55
- MUSHROOMS (deep fried) $2.75
- BUFFALO CHICKEN WINGS $1.99

*Always served with a choice of Horseradish Sauce or Cheese Sauce.*

**Matoe's House Soup**

- 14 oz. of a rotating soup: Beef and Tomato $1.05
- 14 oz. of a rotating soup: Chicken and Mushroom $1.05

*Choose only one soup.*

**SOUP OF THE DAY**

- X-tra's $1.55

**On the Side Beverages**

- Pasta Salad $1.05
- Cole Slaw $1.65
- Fries $1.65
- Grilled Chicken $2.50
- Chicken Tenders $2.75

*In the Oven*  

- MEATBALL $3.25
- CEREAL BOWL: Choose between: Mushrooms, Onion, or Cheese $3.35
- PIZZA: Choose between: Ham and Cheese, Pepperoni and Cheese, Red Sauce without Cheese $3.00
- BURGER: Choose between: Hamburger, Cheeseburger, Turkey Burger $3.14
- PEPPERONI: Choose between: Pepperoni, Cheese and Pesto $3.03

**HELP WANTED**

- Free Delivery 271-0SUB
- Go Ahead, Confront the Beast!!!

---

**Divers find 10,000 year old jaw in river**

**Associated Press**

- Williams, Ind.- Two divers hunting for mussels in the White River discovered what a scientist says is the lower jaw of a mastodon, an elephant-like animal extinct for about 10,000 years.

- Chris Amstutz and Randy Cornett found the jaw last week while harvesting mussels near Williams Dam southwest of Bedford in Lawrence County.

- Mastodons were stockier and not as tall as elephants. Some had tusks and teeth up to 3 inches wide and 6 inches long.

- Ron Richards, curator of paleobiology at the Indiana State Museum, saw the jaw and confirmed Monday that it is from a mastodon. "There's no doubt about it," he said.

- "Somewhere in that river we've got the whole skeleton, but it could be a hundred miles away."

- "The find is in pretty good condition," said Richards. "In general, there are not that many of these things around in this good of shape."

- Richards, who attributed the condition to a lack of exposure to the elements, said there have been about 200 sightings of mastodon remains throughout Indiana.

- Amstutz said he wasn't sure what he had found when he first ran across the jaw in 4 feet of water.

- "I saw two little rows of bumps running, parallel with each other," he said. "At first I thought it was some type of concrete block."

- He said if drought conditions had not caused the water to be so clear, the jaw might have remained unnoticed.

- "The clarity of the water is the best I've ever seen," he said. "Usually when you're musseling, if you have 12 or 14 inches of vision you have good river diving. Right now, we've got excellent vision. You can see a fish about 4 feet from you. It's almost like diving in a quarry."

- When Amstutz started brushing the sand away from the object, he saw what appeared to be the white part of a tooth.

- "There was no doubt in my mind it was a tooth, and I was sure it was bigger than any tooth I'd ever seen."

- "The biggest tooth in a horse or cow's head isn't even an inch across," he said. "We're talking four inches across with these teeth. I saw those big teeth and I just knew it was something prehistoric."

- Amstutz and Cornett used a screwdriver to loosen the gravel around the jaw. "It was in gravel, sand and old mussel shells," said Amstutz. "It looked something like a fish head."

---

**HPC continued from page 1**

- discussed the LaFortune Student Center open house, to be held Sept. 8, the start-up of the Buzz Bus, and tentative plans for HPC to sponsor a campus-wide charity event. LaRose also stressed the need for support for the 24-hour study lounge at the Oak Room. The 24-hour lounge will open following regular business on Tuesdays, Sept. 6. LaRose announced, and will be on a 90-day trial basis.

---

**How to start your law career before you start law school.**

- Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course.
- After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT students score over 40. That's the top 10% nationwide! And candidates who score over 40 on the LSAT enjoy the best chance of being accepted to the law school of their choice and going on to practice with top law firms or corporations.
- So call any of our 125 centers for information and class starting dates. The Kaplan LSAT prep course could be the one pre-law course that determines the course of your law career.

---

**We will be collecting the balance of $325 for all those who've signed up on August 30 & 31 6:30 - 9:00 pm in Main Lobby of LaFortune**

- If seniors are still interested in going, spots are still available. The full $475 will be collected when you sign up Aug. 30 & 31.

- Roommates will be chosen when balance is collected. Only quads.

- Any questions contact
  - Kathleen Hannon
  - Theresa Barnhart
  - 283-4220
  - 283-4272

---

**STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.**

- DONT COMPETE WITH A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

- CLASS STARTING NOW!
- CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED, RESERVE YOUR PLACE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
- 1717 L - South Bend Ave.
- South Bend, IN 46616
- Phone: 219/772-4135
Wherever they are, graduate students have a difficult life. They belong to one of those species of men and women that are not assigned a well defined place in the structure of things. Standing between teachers and students, they are part of neither group, and thus segregation easily becomes the name of the game.

Victor J. Krebs
GSU on the other half

At Notre Dame the problem is even more acute. Since the University has been traditionally an undergraduate institution, its whole structure is centered around undergraduate needs. Graduate students seldom get the special attention of the University. In our first few months of office, we have already made great strides in that direction.

We began this year with a week-long orientation program, opening with a brunch for the new class of over 200 graduate students, where Mr. Malloy welcomed them to Notre Dame, and ending with an extremely successful party at Wilson Commons. The GSU has already sponsored a graduate student Travel Grant Fund which helps cover travel expenses to present work in graduate schools and conferences around the country. This year we proudly publish the first GSU Orientation Guide and Handbook which provides invaluable information for all graduate students about Notre Dame.

Apart from these programs the GSU is also an official representative organ of the University.

That is one of the first tasks of the GSU. At the end of last semester and the beginning of our administration, we, the new officers of the GSU, pledged to foster a greater sense of community among graduate students, and to enhance recognition of the graduate student body within the Notre Dame community by increasing graduate student involvement and visibility in the cultural and intellectual aspects of University life. In our first few months of office, we have already made great strides in that direction.

Wherever they are, graduate students have a difficult life. They belong to one of those species of men and women that are not assigned a well defined place in the structure of things. Standing between teachers and students, they are part of neither group, and thus segregation easily becomes the name of the game.

Victor J. Krebs
GSU on the other half

At Notre Dame the problem is even more acute. Since the University has been traditionally an undergraduate institution, its whole structure is centered around undergraduate needs. Graduate students seldom get the special attention of the University. In our first few months of office, we have already made great strides in that direction.

We began this year with a week-long orientation program, opening with a brunch for the new class of over 200 graduate students, where Mr. Malloy welcomed them to Notre Dame, and ending with an extremely successful party at Wilson Commons. The GSU has already sponsored a graduate student Travel Grant Fund which helps cover travel expenses to present work in graduate schools and conferences around the country. This year we proudly publish the first GSU Orientation Guide and Handbook which provides invaluable information for all graduate students about Notre Dame.

Apart from these programs the GSU is also an official representative organ of the University.
A Mexican adventure

MARAYA GOYER  accent writer

When I was in high school, I remember the Love Boat being shown at a place called Mattatlan, Mexico. Last year, I decided to commit myself not to spend my spring break there for spring break. My notions of Mexico thus centered on the show "Matlock," a Margaritaville, a syndicated television series about a cruise ship captain and his friend's vacation experience at one of North America's premiere beach resorts.

This weekend I spoke with 13 Notre Dame students who spent a month of their summer living in a village in Southern Mexico.

The students were involved in a program sponsored by Community for the Lay Apostolate. The trip was financed in part by various University organizations. The students themselves also personally contributed $100 each.

After traveling 61 hours by both automobile and train, the students arrived in Mexico City, Mexico, a town of approximately 14 million people. They were housed in a house run by the Mary Knoll Sisters Missionaries. The house they lived in by American standards was exceedingly small and confining, however, to Mexican standards it was a perfectly acceptable residence for 15 persons. The house had one main room, a kitchen, one bedroom for 10 girls, and an office for the two boys. The "bathroom" was separate from the main house.

The water situation proved to be one of the most pressing and obvious difficulties for the students. In order to drink the water it first had to be boiled and then strained. Maintaining a supply of drinking water for fifteen thus proved a formidable task. Laundry was done in the kitchen sink. After a final rinse numerous small creatures would have to be manually removed from one's favorite "ND sweatshirt or blue jeans.

The group of students was divided into three subgroups. These subgroups would then alternate going to one of two work sites or doing the shopping and housekeeping. One of the work sites was an orphanage where the students, regardless of their knowledge of another Spanish language, taught the Mexican children English. They also entertained and cared for the children. The other worksite was a home for the elderly where they would visit with the aged.

The group which stayed at home, besides shopping and cooking, was also responsible for organizing the daily, afternoon reflection sessions. These sessions served to help the students evaluate what they were being exposed to and to provide the support they tried to deal with the poverty and need they were becoming aware of.

The poverty in Oaxaca is of a degree not frequently found in the United States. For example, the streets were littered with pigs and chickens and all they left behind while children played in muddy gutters. The poverty in Mexico is real and abject, but the people affected by it still seemed to have hope.

The main impetus behind this hope was their faith. There were Virgin of Guadalupe figurines and pictures, the ubiquitous transportation vehicles, as well as in shops and restaurants. The trip was an excellent example of religious belief that the Notre Dame students learned to appreciate and identify with. But unlike the Oaxacan villagers, who are religious services to guide and support, in Mexico it provides hope. The Oaxacan villagers have no money, no modern conveniences, and no personal rights or freedoms that our democratic system provides the American public. However, with the strength and unity of their church behind them, they do possess hope for an improved lifestyle.

The Notre Dame students themselves often felt that they were being considered by the Oaxacan villagers as a personification of hope. This was not a result of the direct services the student's provided. Rather, it was a manifestation of the Mexican perception of the affluence and freedom of American society that the students were representatives of.

The documented purpose of the group's trip, as stated by the coordinator, was a way for Notre Dame students to gain a cultural awareness of the third world in order to experience the joys and frustrations of life without modern conveniences. The primary objective of the trip was not to teach Mexican or English phrases or to alleviate some of the worsened living conditions in the village. The purpose of the trip was to educate Notre Dame students. The work they performed did not significantly impact the village of Oaxaca. It was the impact that these services had on the students that was the purpose and the importance of their journey south.

Fun on the Continent

SARA MARLEY  accent staff

The strains of "Kuess die Strassen" waft from the windows of Keenan, while Marshall Crenshaw plays on the Keenan-Heffter Hof in student-occupied dorm. The 1987-88 Notre Dame Innsbruck Program is over but not for one person. His name is Marshall Crenshaw, and his forte is the guitar, as well as the songs about the beautiful mountain country of Bavaria.

The group which stayed at the Horak, our permanent worksite, was a place to stay for several of Bavaria's major amusements, plus the beer "tents," actually castles served to them by Gabi and her cohorts. Heffter Hof, which is in a hotel run by the Mary Knoll Sisters Missionaries, is the group which stayed at the Horak, our permanent worksite. They were housed in a house run by the Mary Knoll Sisters Missionaries. The house they lived in by American standards was exceedingly small and confining, however, to Mexican standards it was a perfectly acceptable residence for 15 persons. The house had one main room, a kitchen, one bedroom for 10 girls, and an office for the two boys. The "bathroom" was separate from the main house.

The water situation proved to be one of the most pressing and obvious difficulties for the students. In order to drink the water it first had to be boiled and then strained. Maintaining a supply of drinking water for fifteen thus proved a formidable task. Laundry was done in the kitchen sink. After a final rinse numerous small creatures would have to be manually removed from one's favorite "ND sweatshirt or blue jeans.

The group of students was divided into three subgroups. These subgroups would then alternate going to one of two work sites or doing the shopping and housekeeping. One of the work sites was an orphanage where the students, regardless of their knowledge of another Spanish language, taught the Mexican children English. They also entertained and cared for the children. The other worksite was a home for the elderly where they would visit with the aged.

The group which stayed at home, besides shopping and cooking, was also responsible for organizing the daily, afternoon reflection sessions. These sessions served to help the students evaluate what they were being exposed to and to provide the support they tried to deal with the poverty and need they were becoming aware of.

The poverty in Oaxaca is of a degree not frequently found in the United States. For example, the streets were littered with pigs and chickens and all they left behind while children played in muddy gutters. The poverty in Mexico is real and abject, but the people affected by it still seemed to have hope.

The main impetus behind this hope was their faith. There were Virgin of Guadalupe figurines and pictures, the ubiquitous transportation vehicles, as well as in shops and restaurants. The trip was an excellent example of religious belief that the Notre Dame students learned to appreciate and identify with. But unlike the Oaxacan villagers, who are religious services to guide and support, in Mexico it provides hope. The Oaxacan villagers have no money, no modern conveniences, and no personal rights or freedoms that our democratic system provides the American public. However, with the strength and unity of their church behind them, they do possess hope for an improved lifestyle.

The Notre Dame students themselves often felt that they were being considered by the Oaxacan villagers as a personification of hope. This was not a result of the direct services the student's provided. Rather, it was a manifestation of the Mexican perception of the affluence and freedom of American society that the students were representatives of.

The documented purpose of the group's trip, as stated by the coordinator, was a way for Notre Dame students to gain a cultural awareness of the third world in order to experience the joys and frustrations of life without modern conveniences. The primary objective of the trip was not to teach Mexican or English phrases or to alleviate some of the worsened living conditions in the village. The purpose of the trip was to educate Notre Dame students. The work they performed did not significantly impact the village of Oaxaca. It was the impact that these services had on the students that was the purpose and the importance of their journey south.

Members of the 1987-88 Notre Dame Poms squad practice for their first performance.

Pom s on their way

HILTON at home football games brings many images to mind: the band, the cheerleaders, trips back to Green field to find lingering tailgaters, and the all-out suicidal rush for food, just to name a few. This season, halftime may bring football fans the added attraction of the Irish Pom Squad.

Some people may remember a group called the Dancin' Irish. The Poms are not simply a revival of the Dancin' Irish, who were more entertainment-oriented. "We are spirit-oriented," says senior Erica Hinkle, who is captain of the squad. "We don't want the role of just entertainment. We are more dancing, but we are not show girls." The dancing that distinguishes the Poms from the cheerleaders. The cheerleaders concentrate on cheering and stunts, while the Poms focus on dancing, and never perform without music.

The 1988-89 squad consists of sixteen girls, eight from Notre Dame and eight from Saint Mary's. "It just happened to work out that there were half from each school," says Hinkle. "We don't have a set of twins here this year, and the summit of the squad accomplished the Notre Dame cheerleaders to Eastern Tennessee State University for a week-long camp and a competition in which they fared well. The girls have a grueling hour and half practice every Sunday through Thursday.

As of now, the Poms are only performing at Stepan pep rallies, and the Bookstore Basketball pep rally. They are working closely with the band director, however, in trying to figure out an arrangement with the band for football games. Hinkle would also like to see the Poms "show some support for the non-revenue sports" and perform at events such as women's basketball.

The students should be seeing more of the Pom Squad in the future, once their role is fully established. As for now, even though things are just barely started, Erica thinks things "are going really well."
The Observer

SPORTS BRIEFS

ND golf coach coach George Thomas is interested in meeting any freshman with a three handicap or better who are interested in trying out for the team. Please phone Thomas between 3 and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Burke Memorial Golf Course, or call him at 236-4210.

Student managers have an informational meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Joyce ACC auditorium (enter gate one) for any freshman interested in becoming a student assistant coach. Any questions should be directed to the manager's office at 239-4842.

Brian Shaw, a guard from Cal-Santa Barbara, was cut from the United States Olympic basketball team Tuesday as the final day of the 12-man roster limit. Alonzo Mourning, who will start his freshman year at Georgetown this year, had been cut Sunday.

The Observer

Designer Dennis Roncz of South Bend, better known for the globe-circling Weekend Vacation, created the high-tech sail that Dennis Conner has chosen to defend the America's Cup. The Observer

ND All-Sports passes are available at a table set up outside the Notre Dame ACC. Hours will be the same as football ticket hours. The cost is $10 and admits one to all Notre Dame athletic events. The pass also grants special discounts at South Marriott restaurant and lounge whenever presented.

The Observer

Men's Inter-Hall football rosters must be submitted to the NVA office by 5 p.m. today. A captains' meeting will be held Friday at 4:30 p.m. in the football auditorium. Captains are asked to bring the name of the team member to be certified in CPR or the CPR card of a player. The CPR card currently holds certification. Equipment issue will begin early next week.

The Observer

The ND wrestling team will have a mandatory meeting Monday, Sept. 5 at 4:30 p.m. for anyone interested in playing out for the team. The meeting will be held at Coach Fran McCann's office located on the second floor of the Joyce ACC in the east wing near the pool. The Observer

The Lions Hall Volleyball Tournament will be Saturday, Sept. 3 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Green Field. Each team must pay a $9 registration fee and must have a minimum of two girls. The Observer

Off-Campus football is hoping to begin practice later this season. Anyone interested in coaching or playing for the team should call Pete Walsh at 289-4848.

The Observer

The Off-Campus soccer team will hold a practice sometime this week. Anyone interested in playing for the team should call 289-4845.

The Observer

The ND hockey team will hold a meeting for all prospective players. This meeting will be held on Thursday, Sept. 8 at 5 p.m. at the Joyce ACC football auditorium. The Observer

NVA sets deadlines Special to The Observer

Non-Varsity Athletics has announced the following deadlines for all fall activities:

The Dome Runners, both three- and six-mile races, will take place on Sunday, Sept. 4th. There will be both male and female races and trophies and door prizes will be awarded. T-shirts and tee shirts will be distributed to the winners.

The deadline for entries is Sept. 1.

The Volleyball Tourney A team roster with a minimum of nine members must be submitted on or before Sept. 7. The tournament is for Notre Dame students and opens all team members are eligible.

Men's Inter-Hall Soccer A team roster for each team, each with a minimum of 15 players, must be submitted on or before Sept. 7. The Observer

Co-Rec Softball A roster with a minimum of 15 players must be submitted on or before Sept. 7. The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

TY TIPPLER FARM 
571 GROVE

DURHAM FOR PRESIDENT 
INTERESTED CALL 
1-800-DURHAM 88

USED TOYBOOKS ALL CLASSES 
Bought & Sold Best prices! Please call 
1-800-TOYBOOKS

WANTED


FOR SALE

TENNIS Racquets FOR SALE 
Two Prince Prestige 85s with cover and pre-strung for $15.

FOR RENT

FURNISHED HOUSES NEAR ND 889-3677

FURNISHED ROOMS 4 HOME WAKEDOGS, BED IN KEY 
RESTAURANT REGISTRY - 775

FURNISHED HOUSE NEAR ND 
BOB PERSON COLLECTION 213-3288

DECORATED WANTED 1100 CONEY ST 889 REO 
ROOM OWN, SHARED SHAKE, IN 775 OR STOP IF DEP DH 889-2735

3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 810 HOWARD ST, URBANHAN, DEFER PAYMENTS 784-8773

FOR RENT

WANTED

FOUR PLACE FARM 
NOW BREAKFASTING FOR FOOTBALL WAKEDOGS, BED IN KEY 
RESTAURANT REGISTRY - 775

WANTED

LOST

TICKETS TO THE BIG WIN 
TO SING WITH SKA, FUNK, AND RUDE GIRL LOOKING TO MAKE BAND EXPERIENCED DRUMMER SEEKING A NEW BAND OR I'M IN BIG TROUBLE, HELP! $$$

PERSONALS

DURHAM FOR PRESIDENT 
INTERESTED CALL 
1-800-DURHAM 88

THE UNDERGROUND 
FOR SALE 
MARK 817-1177

DOCK HOUSE open til 3 a.m. U.S. 31 North, one block south of Holiday Inn. CHERYLS, BY THE WAY, WHERE DOES SHE LIVE? WE LOVE YOU! K.C.

IWANT MY MILK AND COOKIES TO SING WITH SKA, FUNK, AND RUDE GIRL LOOKING TO MAKE BAND EXPERIENCED DRUMMER SEEKING A NEW BAND OR I'M IN BIG TROUBLE, HELP! $$$

SALES WANTED

NEED MICH Mich.I, ST. ALL HOME GAMES 
GAME OF THE WEEK, ANY ROAD GAMES. CALL 289-4845

NEED MICH ST. ALL HOME GAMES 
GAME OF THE WEEK, ANY ROAD GAMES. CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHICHAEL. ST. ALL HOME GAMES 
GAME OF THE WEEK, ANY ROAD GAMES. CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

NEED MICHIGAN STAD. G.A'S OR TIX 
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI CALL 289-4845

PERSONALS

INFORMATION

THREE OF MICHIGAN GAMES 
TO SELL ME MICHIGAN TICKETS. CALL 
PLEASE call SUSAN at 272-2222.

MICHIGAN TICKETS I NEED MICHIGAN TIX! 
Sell your Miami tickets for any Game. Money$$$$ is no object -at all. Since you got them and I really need them. I need 6 tickets for 
THIS WEDNESDAY. Got tickets for the Wed. night Game. Money$$$$ is no object -at all. Since you got tickets and I really need them. I need 6 tickets for 
THIS WEDNESDAY.
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THIS WEDNESDAY. Got tickets for the Wed. night Game. Money$$$$ is no object -at all. Since you got tickets and I really need them. I need 6 tickets for 
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MICHIGAN TICKETS I NEED MICHIGAN TIX! 
Sell your Miami tickets for any Game. Money$$$$ is no object -at all. Since you got tickets and I really need them. I need 6 tickets for 
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American League

**Met Life Tournament-Easton, Pa.**

Sports Lists

- **Football**
  - 57.2% of revenue
- **Basketball**
  - 18.3%
- **Institutional Support**
  - 6%
- **Student Fees**
  - 2.3%
- **State Aid**
  - 2.1%
- **Investment Income**
  - 0.9%
- **Other Sports**
  - 7.1%

Sports Calendar

**Thursday**

- Men's soccer vs. LOYOLA, Ill.
- Women's soccer vs. IU-SOUTH BEND

**Friday**

- Men's golf hosting the NOTRE DAME OPEN
- Women's golf hosting the LADY IRISH INVITATIONAL

**Saturday**

- Volleyball vs. INDIANA
- Men's soccer vs. Marine at Easton, Pa.
- Women's golf hosting the NOTRE DAME OPEN

**Sunday**

- Men's golf hosting the LADY IRISH INVITATIONAL
- Men's soccer vs. Lafayette at Easton, Pa.

**Monday**

- No events scheduled

**Tuesday**

- Women's soccer vs. St. Joseph's

**American League**

**National League**

**Sports Wednesday**

Wednesday, August 31, 1988

**Volleyball Schedule**

**Opponent**

- Denver

**Date**

- Sept 3 SA
- Sept 7 SA
- Sept 9 F
- Sept 16-17 F-SA
- Sept 21 W

**Time**

- 7:30
- 7:30
- TBA
- F-SA
- 7:30

**Other Sports**

- Basketball 18.3%
- State Aid 57.2%

**Source**: COLLEGE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION Survey of 48 Division I schools for 1987-88

**What Supports College Athletics?**

- Other Sports 6%
- Investment Income 2.1%
- State Aid 2.3%
- Student Fees 6%
- Institutional Support 61.6%
- Football 57.2%
- Basketball 18.3%
- Baseball 4%

**American Conference**

**Opponent**

- Stanford

**Date**

- Nov 18

**Time**

- 7:00

**Other Sports**

- Basketball 18.3%
- State Aid 57.2%
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Defensive line dominates despite injuries

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

With the recent series of injuries, one might expect lackluster performances from Notre Dame's defensive line in early fall practices.

Much to the delight of line coach John Palermo, the opposite has happened. The defense has dominated the fall practices, adding to the problems of an already struggling offensive line.

"I like to think we have something to do with it," Palermo said of the offensive line's problems. "We're going to have a real test Sept. 10 against Michigan. Hopefully we'll get better, play fundamentally hard and make things happen."

The line is currently without the services of senior Tom Gor-

man at tackle. Gorman had 23 solo tackles and one sack last season. The 6-6, 305 pounder is battling a pulled chest muscle, but Palermo says he will be back for the Michigan opener.

Tackle Bob Dahl, out with an bruised thigh, will most likely be back in action at Michigan State. Ted Fitzgerald is also on the injured list, fighting a sprained knee. Fitzgerald recorded 16 tackles last fall.

Even with those injuries, the competition is still fierce for the starting spots. Sophomore Chris Zorich is at nose tackle with sophomore George Williams and junior Jeff Alm and Bryan Flannery fighting for the right and left tackle positions.

Flannery had 18 tackles last year while Alm had five. Zorich did not play a down last fall, by the play of senior captain Maureen Shea and senior Zanette Bennett.

The players spent most of their time either training or competing in games, but they also found time to enjoy a bit of a Chinese culture.

"It was quite a transition," said Cunningham. "We had to adjust to different food and a new environment, but it helped bond the team further and make it stronger."

The "famous American volleyball stars," as they were billed by many press releases and banners, visited the Great Wall and the Ming Tombs on their day as tourists, and even senior Mike Drury will fill the sweeper position vacated by Steve Lowney. Stopper Paul LaVigne will get the assignment of marking the opposition's top forward, and he will be joined at times by Guignon in a double-stopper formation.

Keepers - Danny Lyons returns as the starter after successfully postponing until the spring a chance to study a semester abroad. Senior Kevin Mayo has been impressive in the preseason and should see some action this season.

COLOR TV RENTALS

Microwaves - stereos

25 TV - only $90 / semester & Tax
19 TV - only $70 / semester & Tax

FREE DELIVERY

COLLEGIATE RENTALS

272-5959

Notre Dame Avenue
Apartments
NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.

On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features

Office at 820 ND Ave
234-6647

Call Anytime

HEY! Though we can no longer advertise or mention "you know what"
It's business as usual every
Wed-Sat 9:00am-2:00am
$2 cover & get your
$25 Lifetime Membership Card!

It's business as usual every
Wed-Sat 9:00am-2:00am
$2 cover & get your
$25 Lifetime Membership Card!

Seniors & Grads - come by and see what we have to offer!

#Top Tunes + Party Tables + Food
+ Dancing + Pool Tables + Refreshments
+ Great date potential
+ and much more...

LOOK for the return of Fri. Lunch
CAMPUS

12:10 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Closed meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House.

7:00 p.m. Accountancy Placement Night, sponsored by Career and Placement Services, for all Accountancy majors, Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

LECTURE CIRCUIT

4:00 p.m. "Seniors: Are You Ready for the Real World?" is the title of a talk to be given at a meeting for students interested in a Liberal Arts internship. The meeting is today at 4 p.m. in 170 LeMans Hall. For information, call 284-4565.


DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Devonshire Sandwich
BBQ Pork Chops
Pasta Bar
Oven Roasted Potatoes

Saint Mary's
Veal Steak
Swedish Meatballs
French Style Waffles
Deli Bar

COMICS

Bloom County
Calvin and Hobbes

CHECK OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING THIS WEEK:

CARNIVAL
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3RD
6-10 PM
FIELDHOUSE MAL

FOOD! MUSIC! GAMES & PRIZES!
50 cent tickets for each event.

SPONSORED BY ND STUDENT UNION BOARD

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Is tearful
6 Dull
10 "lazy river"
13 Tree-lined walk
14 Ambulance
15 Slight
18 Montands
19 "T.A. Law" partner
20 Most antiquated
23 Noted suspense author
25 "lazy river . . ."
33 Favoring
36 Deprived
38 Like very good segment, for partner
49 Sugar-free, maybe
52 Bandleader
55 See 48 Across
63 Sedative, e.g.
64 U.S.S.R. river
65 Hitchcockian appearance
66 Barfly
67 George
68 Bean of comedy

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

FAR

DOWN
1 "Since Hector a pup"
2 High note
3 Wing, to Wright
4 Dewdrop locale
5 Hid
6 Fam ed Surrealist
7 Yardstick
8 Southern constellation
9 Extravagantly ornate
10 British subway system
11 Sign of life
12 Helps a yegg
15 RR stopovers
17 Join a book club
21 Him, in Marseille
22 "A Jug of Wine, "FitzGerald"
23 A Polo news short
24 Opposite of 40 Out-of-doors
31 Leftover morsel
32 Slip by, as time
34 Affable expression
35 Signed a contract
37 Took steps
39 Wrath
40 In concert
41 Take in
42 Unmelodic instrument
44 Haw.
instrum ent
45 Stroke of luck
46 Ore. neighbor
47 Enchanted creature
48 Combatants
49 "Foul----will---will rise."
50 Opening segment, for short
51 Sound from a peak ed
53 Prevent passage
54 Part of S.R.O.
55 Sierra gold
56 Part of S.R.O.'s relatives
57 English school
58 Trudeau creation
61 Old auto
62 Hither's partner

NEWS
32 While
33 Rachel and...the
34 Enrages
36 Barfly
38 "Foul---will---will rise."
45 Stroke of luck
47 Enchanted creature
48 Combatants
49 "Foul---will---will rise."
50 Opening segment, for short
51 Sound from a peaked
53 Prevent passage
54 Part of S.R.O.
55 Sierra gold
56 Part of S.R.O.'s relatives
57 English school
58 Trudeau creation
61 Old auto
62 Hither's partner

WEEK'S MOVIES

KNUTE ROCKNE: ALL AMERICAN
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3
8:00 TO 10:15 PM
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM, $2
Seniors lead Irish soccer squad into '88 season

By PETE GEGEN Sports Writer

The following appeared in the Sept. 2, 1985 issue of The Observer:

The Notre Dame soccer team opened its 1985 season yesterday with a 3-0 loss at Virginia. The Irish were unable to stay in the game with the Cavaliers, who are ranked third in the country.

"We just got schooled," remembers senior captain John Guignon of the first game of his collegiate career. "We had four freshmen start, and eventually six were on the field. We knew we had a long way to go."

Four years later, the Irish have come a long way. "We went through the pits in '85 with a 7-11-4 record," says Irish head coach Dennis Graczyk. "But I did it for a reason, and look where we are now. The players have done things nobody gave them a chance to do."

Last season the team rocketed to a 17-3-1 record and a national ranking, just missing a bid to the NCAA Tournament. Now, as the Irish open their 1988 season Thursday night at Krause Stadium, they prepare for a grueling road schedule and the challenge of proving last season's top-20 ranking was no fluke.

And leading the way for the team will be the seniors, Graczyk's first recruiting class, the same players involved in that loss to Virginia four years ago. And the seniors, of which he will start and whose others come off the bench, will settle for no less this season than an NCAA bid.

"To get to the tournament is our goal," says forward Bruce 'Tiger' Rice during his short career at Notre Dame, beginning even before the affordable season last fall.

When Rice signed a national letter of intent to attend college at Notre Dame in February, 1986, it was his dream to play for coach Holtz. "It enabled us to find out exactly where our strengths and weaknesses are."

"We learned a few new techniques and they taught the Irish some valuable lessons."

"I'm not just talking about his ability to run or his improvements in throwing the football. His leadership qualities and command of the team were also important."

"The crowds were terrific," said Lambert. "We just got schooled," remembers senior captain John Guignon of the first game of his collegiate career. "We had four freshmen start, and eventually six were on the field. We knew we had a long way to go."

Four years later, the Irish have come a long way. "We went through the pits in '85 with a 7-11-4 record," says Irish head coach Dennis Graczyk. "But I did it for a reason, and look where we are now. The players have done things nobody gave them a chance to do."

Last season the team rocketed to a 17-3-1 record and a national ranking, just missing a bid to the NCAA Tournament. Now, as the Irish open their 1988 season Thursday night at Krause Stadium, they prepare for a grueling road schedule and the challenge of proving last season's top-20 ranking was no fluke.

And leading the way for the team will be the seniors, Graczyk's first recruiting class, the same players involved in that loss to Virginia four years ago. And the seniors, of which he will start and whose others come off the bench, will settle for no less this season than an NCAA bid.

"To get to the tournament is our goal," says forward Bruce 'Tiger' Rice during his short career at Notre Dame, beginning even before the affordable season last fall.

When Rice signed a national letter of intent to attend college at Notre Dame in February, 1986, it was his dream to play for coach Holtz. "It enabled us to find out exactly where our strengths and weaknesses are."

"We learned a few new techniques and they taught the Irish some valuable lessons."